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The Millionaire Mind: What is
it and how can you have it?
By Ade Sobanjo

have a millionaire mind. If you do
not know your net worth and you
are just hoping to be rich and buy
many nice things, then you will
only be wishing to be a millionaire.
It takes conscious effort for most
people to become millionaires.
A few people get their millions
without working too hard though.
Some people become millionaires
just by share luck or blessing. A
few people inherit money from
their parents, others win the lottery,
and some are born so beautiful that
their beauty attracts millions of dollars to them. What I have discovered however is that it still takes
conscious effort to keep the millions that come this way. If you get
some money suddenly and you do
not have a plan to increase your net
worth. You will soon find that you
have a negative net worth.

How do you get the millionaire mind?

I

Pat Flynn makes over $150,000 monthly. He became an entrepreneur after he was laid off from his job!
(www.smartpassiveincome.com)

read a book a few year ago titled “the millionaire next door”.
In it the author highlights the
behaviours of many millionaires in
America. I recommend this book
to anyone who aspires to be a millionaire. One major lesson I learn
from this book is that, not all those
who drive the big cars, live in big
homes and wear the most expensive clothes are millionaire. It’s
true that they may have millions of
dollars or naira of income, many of
them also have millions of dollars
or naira in debt.
The real way to measure your financial status is net worth! If you
really want to know your financial

status, you need to know your net
worth. Your net worth is the difference between your Assets and your
liabilities. That is the difference
between the things you have that
can be exchanged for money and
the debts you owe. For example if
you have a car that is worth 2 million naira today in the market and
you have N100,000 saved in your
account and you value all the other
things you can sell in your home to
about N500,000 then your assets is
about 2.6million. If you borrowed
N1.5million and you are still owing
N1m, then your net worth is 2.6m
– 1m which gives you a net worth
of 1.6m.

There are people that owe more
than they have assets. They have
borrowed 2 million and all they
have to show for it is now worth
only N300,000. These people may
still be going around with a big car
that they are still paying monthly,
but their net worth is negative.

What is the Millionaire
Mind?

The millionaire mind is a mind that
understands net worth and is consciously building towards a millionaire net worth. When you have
a workable plan that can lead you
to having a net worth of 1 million
naira or 100 million naira then you

If you have read this article up to
this point, you are on your way to a
millionaire mind. The fact that you
can read has put you ahead. That
you choose to pick up this magazine is a sign that you are already
on the way to millions or you are
already there. Here are a few more
points that may help.
1)
Continue to read more articles and books on finance, business and becoming a millionaire
– I find it alarming each time I ask
a group of people who want to be
millionaires how many books they
have read about it who say they
have not read any.
2)
Attend seminars, workshop and conferences about wealth.

3)
Watch videos and listen
to blogs about wealth and how to
increase your net worth.
4)
Make sure you have at
least one millionaire that you connect with regularly. The more of
them the better. You may also
simply follow their blogs. One of
the millionaires I read from is Pat
Flynn of smartpassiveincome.com.
He has inspired me in many ways
to believe that you can provide
content online that people will be
happy to pay for.
5)
Have a plan to increase
your net worth and regularly evaluate your plan.
6)
Refuse to allow yourself
think that it is a bad thing to be
worth millions of dollars. Remember that it is only people who have
millions of dollars that can give
away millions of dollars or naira.
7)
Remember that God created the universe with lots of abundance. Let God be your number
one adviser on how to manage lots
of wealth.
That is it for now. Until next time.
Continue to develop your millionaire mind and plan.
Ade Sobanjo, is the Lead Pastor
at Overcomers Fellowship Int’l
Church Kuje. With his wife Olu,
they serve the Overcomers churches in Nigeria and overseas.
Before going full time into the ministry he ran a successful Technology Company in Canada. He is an
internationally recognized speaker
on business start-ups; with special
emphasis on online businesses.
Read more at www.adesobanjo.org
- 09098795955
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EDITORIAL
Let There Be Love!

Kuje is increasingly a bright and beautiful place to live in. Since the day
we arrived in Kuje, there has been a great deal of improvements in the
atmosphere around us. Have you noticed that most Nigerian tribes are
gradually being represented here in Kuje?
Our dear country is so rich in culture. Though we differ in the way
we speak, eat, worship and celebrate; we must be grateful for one another. You may have people from your tribe next door and you may not.
Whatever the case is, please live in harmony. I sat with a Man from the
northwest on the plane the other day and we got talking. He told me his
religion says he must be responsible for not just his nuclear family’s
needs but also his extended family – very important message. And I
shared with him in the same light that my Lord, Jesus said we must love
our neighbours as we love ourselves. So whether they are related to you
or not, your tribe or not, please do to them what you wish they should
do to you. That way Kuje will continue to be a beautiful community.
Chose to live in love with people you work with, buy from, sell to, worship with and most importantly people in your own home. If each family
is fun for each member, the community will be fun as well. 2017 is still
very young and can still be a great year for you and your family.
Relax and enjoy every piece we have carefully brought to you for this
month, and feel free to share the magazine with people around you.
Keep sending news and articles to letters@kujereflection.com
Your friend and neighbour.
-The Editor.

Send in your Articles
Kuje Reflection is a platform for the residents of Kuje to speak about
Kuje and Abuja! If you are a gifted writer and you have articles that you
would like us to publish, please send them to us. We reserve the rights
to choose from the different artiles that would be submitted. Priority
will be given to articles that are about Kuje! You can send your articles
to letters@kujereflection.com. Other articles that may not get published
in the print version of Kuje Reflection may be published in the online
version of the magazine!

Kuje Reflection Online

You can now download previous copies of the first and only community and business magazine in Kuje online. No need to wait until you
get the hard copy. Simply visit www.kujereflection.com.
You can also get some fresh news item as they happen and more articles
than we have in the print version from our website. While the print version of Kuje Reflection is updated monthly our website is updated daily.

Receive Kuje Reflection in
your E-Mail Box

Yes you can receive the pdf version of Kuje Reflection in your e-mail
box as soon as it goes to press! Even before it hits the streets you can
have a preview of it. Simply visit www.kujereflection.com/subscribe.
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The Law of Intentionality
By Patrick Egbunonu

Have you counted the cost?
Many wait for things to happen;
some watch things happen; very
few take the risk to make things
happen.

H

is first animation company
went bankrupt and he was
fired by a news editor because he lacked imagination. Legend has it that he was turned down
302 times before he got financing
for creating Disney World.
Walt Disney’s desire to realize his
dreams was so strong that the failures he had encountered did not
stop him. He moved to Hollywood
after the bankruptcy and, with his
brother, set up a cartoon studio.
Within a short time they received
an order from New York for the
“The Alice Comedies”. Walt Disney would go on to create several
cartoon characters including the
very famous Mickey Mouse character. Walt Disney holds the record
for both the most Academy Award
nominations (59) and the number
of Oscars awarded (22). He also
earned four honorary Oscars. His
last competitive Academy Award
was posthumous.
Without a strong desire to act
on and persistently pursue our
dreams, they will never become
realities. A key difference between
those that achieve their dreams and
a lot of individuals who don’t is
that the achievers intentionally pursue their dreams and, take actions
to help them get closer to their expected end. It is great to have a big
dream and talk about it but many
dreamers have not taken time to
understand what it would take to
achieve the dream.
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All the adversity I’ve had in my
life, all my troubles and obstacles,
have strengthened me… You may
not realize it when it happens, but
a kick in the teeth may be the best
thing in the world for you ~Walt
Disney

“But don’t begin until you count
the cost. For who would begin construction of a building without first
getting estimates and then checking
to see if there is enough money to
pay the bills? Otherwise, you might
complete only the foundation before running out of funds. And then
how everyone would laugh at you!
They would say, ‘There’s the person who started that building and
ran out of money before it was finished!’ “Or what king would ever
dream of going to war without first
sitting down with his counselors
and discussing whether his army
of ten thousand is strong enough to
defeat the twenty thousand soldiers
who are marching against him? If
he is not able, then while the enemy
is still far away, he will send a delegation to discuss terms of peace.
– Luke 14:28-32

You Are Unique
Patrick is an Educator and a
Teacher with core competencies in
the area of business model innovation, leadership, strategy, financial valuations and analysis. Patrick has experience leading high
performance teams and, has held
management and senior leadership
positions in the IT, Financial, Energy, Consulting, and Automobile
Industry. Patrick has a Master of
Science degree in Engineering, Process Control - and, a Master
of Arts degree in Economics, both
from Queen’s University. He is also
a graduate of the Cornell-Queen’s
Executive MBA program. Patrick
is currently the CEO of EBChim
Strategy and Innovation Research,
Ontario, Canada.

The fist step in applying the
law of intentionality is understanding the cost of success.
What would it cost to succeed in
business, overcome an obstacle,
raise great children and have a
wonderful family, advance in career, succeed in service to the community, achieve my dreams. This
cost can be financial, time, skills,
personnel, knowledge, family time,
relationships, focus. Who would be
impacted by my dreams and, who
needs to run with me? Who do I
need to have by my side in order to
succeed and, how will I handle set
backs?
We waste time, resources

Advertise

For only N1,000
you can get your message of 250 characters to thousands of
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emotional strength when we run on
passion or emotions without taking
time to count the cost. Counting
the cost may include writing a business plan, interviewing individuals
who may be doing what you plan
to do (to a certain degree), giving
deep thought to the benefits and
impact on your life of pursuing a
dream, and, taking the time to pray.
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Pick up a copy at:

Tara Gas Plant - Okanga Plaza
Blessed Victoria Supermarket - opp FCMB
Cleron Pharmacy - Opp. Secretariat
ND Stores: Beside AA Rano Filling Station
OJ Store - Opp. Secretariat Road
Metro Plaza, Central Business District, Abuja

Please call for other sizes.
We have something for
every size of business
09098795950,
09098795955
Delivered to:
Estates, Embassies and Consulates,
FCT Ministers Office, International
Non-Governmental Organisations,
Central Business District, Places of
worship and All Advertised Businesses as well as some locations in
Abuja
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Follow Me! I will make you....

TOWER OF SHIELDS FOUNDATION

And He said unto them, “Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men.” - Matthew 4:19

God cares really for the hurting babies in incubators and others that
are abandoned. They all need care. Hundreds and thousands of these
babies are in Nigeria and thousands more all over the world. God
is raising an army of givers and carers with arms of compassion,
reaching from their hearts to these hurting babies.

Jesus have several bumper stickers
on their cars – “I love Jesus”, “One
Way Jesus”, “ Jesus is my Super
Star”, “I am covered by the blood
of Jesus”. The list is endless. They
also have great slangs that they use
such as:
That message is inspired
I’m being led by the Holy Spirit
I’m Anointed.

Tower Of Shields Foundation is priviledged to be part of that army.
We humbly invite you as a supporting branch to this ministry and,
“cast your bread upon the waters………
Tower of Shields International
Willis Willis
Co-ordinator

08099655216

FEBRUARY TRIVIA
WHAT IS UBER? HOW LONG DID IT
TAKE THEM TO HIT THE ONE BILLIONTH SERVICE PROVIDED MARK?
Prize: N500 recharge card (1winner)
Send your answers via text or whatsapp to
09098795955 to win!

Business Listing
Auto Spare Part Dealers
Uche Auto Investment (Tyres)
Opp. Okanga Plaza, Kuje Road,
Gaudaba - 08171094359

Divine Favour Blocks Ltd.
Kuje/Garki Road, Abuja
08036325173, 08097467257
Cake Shop

N.D Business Venture
Gaudaba Area, Kuje
08097648382, 07038641885

Bix Concept
Opp. Secretariat, Kuje
07035089700, 08058803856

Barbing Salons

Churches

SKY
Plot 8/9 Low Cost Estate opp Kuje
police station.
Bookshops

Kingdom Power Int’l Gospel
Centre
No. 8 Zone A, Anguangede
Extension, Kuje-FCT
08035639663, 08065381655

Dekson & Sons Global Ltd.
Shop 3, Block 6, Kuje Market, FCT
08035999406, 08055817892

Kings Palace Church
International
0806379448, 08069358188

Boutiques & Children Stores

Living Faith Church, Kuje
Faith City, Plot 496, Sauka Extension,
Kuje. 09083978710, 08131280145

Amira Fabrics
Shop 2, opp. Aso Bank, Secretariat
Road, Kuje - 08065240093
C.I.C Boutique
Plot 9, Federal Low Cost Housing
Estate, Kuje
08032903806, 08038257919
Miss Ihuoma Osuji
Plot 15, Kuchiyako village, Abuja
08184177655
Parry Moore Ventures Ltd.
Favour Plaza, Block A, Shop 2,
Opp. First Bank, Kuje
080307611351, 08023221607
ZOZA “One-Stop Shop”
Shop 06, Secretariat Road, KujeAbuja. 08033274937
Building Materials
Patsdolla Nigeria Ltd.
Before Lanto Junction, along
Pasali Road, Kuje-FCT
07036258144, 08023804463
Unesko Granite & Marble
Opp. Timber Shade, Gaudaba,
09091676334, 07034996050

Overcomers Fellowship International Church.
Barrister Collins Aimuan Rd,
Near Grace Garden Intl College,
Gudaba.
09034513390, 08108244318
Royal House Chapel
Plot 959 AA1, After Ila hospital,
Funtaj road, Kuje.
08036161967,08058951863
Victory City Int’l Church
08145516931
Electrical Fittings & Installations, Inverter & Solar
Asikolaye Automobile
Gaudaba, Along Kuje Road
08092755804, 07067318452
Elyon Solar Energy Solution
Suite 3, Opp. General Post Office,
Kuje Hospital Road, Kuje
08035095030, 08073818477
Okwusun Interbiz Ltd.
Kuje Road, Opp. Okanga Plaza
08035973717, 08052333123

T

here is a big difference between a fan and a disciple.
If you have ever been to a
football match, you will see that the
fans of a football team can be very
energetic. Some people even have
photos of the football stars on their
bedroom walls. Some paint their
faces in the colours of the team
during the matches. Everyone that
knows them can see that they are
fans of their favourite team.
I find today that many of the people
we call Christians are very good
fans of Jesus. They love the sound
of His Name. They like the way
He answers their prayers and the
prayers of others. They love the
gospel music, especially the ones
that have some cool beats. Fans of

Event Planning&Management
Glamour Events & Decoration
Opp. Okanga Plaza, Gaudaba,
Kuje, 08032409340.
Farms
Profitable Agro Ventures
Opp. DPO House, Kuje
08054649576, 08032326454
Yelume Farms
Riverside Shetukko, Kuje
08053536143
Fashion Designers & Tailors
B. Fine Fashion Centre
Anthony Complex, Opp. Dutum.
08055485216, 08094753525
New Koncepts Beads & Designs
Suite 21 (Downstairs), Kuje Shopping Plaza. 08036284668.
Furniture Makers & Sales
Chiboy Interior Ltd.
Opp. Maryam House,
08099382522, 07065935930

When you see a fan of Jesus, you
may easily confuse them as a follower of Jesus. Imagine a person
who knows the names and churches of the top preachers in a Nigeria.
He has purchased the key books
written by Archbishop, Bishop,
Papa, Mama, Prophet, Evangelist
and Pastor. When you meet him,
he usually has a new book in hand.
He may even be reading it. SO why
do we call him a fan and not a disciple?
Who is a disciple?
A disciple is one who loves the
master just like a fan. However,
more than a fan, a disciple is committed to becoming like the master.
A disciple is a committed student.
A disciple seeks to know what the
master is all about. A disciple wants
to be as good as the master and even

Home Appliance Sales & Installation
Honeyworld Concepts
Flat 4, IBIMS House, Behind Cool
Garden, Kuje, Abuja, Nigeria
08095230264, 08098734669
Mr Marthy (Pure water machine
Repairs)
09082373743
Medical Laboratories
Tarrhel Medical Laboratories
08039245565
Metal Works and Welding
Moses Fabrication Works
08066735874, 07051509654
Publishers & Publications

Graphic & Printing Services

Real Estate

Nifemi (Graphic Designer)
08115665097

Femi Kola Properties
Suite 3, Opp. General Post Office,
Kuje Hopsital Road, Kuje
08035095030, 08073818477

Hotels & Guest Houses
King’s Summit Guest House
Plot 321/322, AA1, Kayarda, Kuje
08065668826, 08153311871
Music, Photography & Entertainment
1839 Studios
Dom Shopping Plaza, near FCMB,
Kuje.07088095488, 08027096229

Pastor Ade Sobanjo, is the Lead
Pastor at Overcomers Fellowship
Int’l Church Kuje. With his wife
Olu, they serve the Overcomers
churches in Nigeria and overseas.
Read more at www.adesobanjo.org
- 09098795955

Kuje Gossips
www.kujegossips.com,
07036860292

Heaven Creature Furniture
Opp. Dangi Food, Gaudaba
08067445377, 08076295572

U&I Eye Associates (Eye Clinic)
Adjacent Kuje Police Station, Kuje
08037910772, 08037656847

How can you move from being a
fan to becoming a disciple?
The defining difference is a determination to submit your actions
to the approval or disapproval of
Jesus. Our lord Jesus is interested
in making his disciples into fishers
of men. He want’s their lives to attract others to Him. He want’s each
disciple to heal the sick, deliver the
oppressed and call the sinner to repentance. If you are not weighing
your life by Jesus standard, you are
a fan and not a disciple.
Determine to become a disciple today! God bless you.

Chris Rio (Singer, Songwriter &
Performing Artiste)
or call 08089746040

Kuje Reflections
Barr. Collins Aimuan Rd., Before
Grace Garden International College, 09098795950, 09098795955

Health Care Services

better than the master if possible.
Are you a fan or a disciple? Are you
interested in becoming like Jesus or
you are only interested in watching Jesus and making a lot of noise
about what Jesus is doing? There
are too many fans in the church today and very few disciples.

Restaurants
Imperial Dishes
FCT, Nigeria, 09054542748
The Genesis Restaurant
Bona Obi Close, Alternate To Area
Council, Behind Kuje Stadium,
Low Cost Housing, Kuje
08036560384
November Cubes ‘grills & takeouts’
Favour Plaza, Opposite First Bank,
08098758814

Software
JZ ICT Planet
Suite 21, City Shoppers Plaza,
Kayarda! 07068672500
Vocational Training & Schools
His Glory Study Center
Magnificent God House, Kuje,
08061365622
Indy Place Studio and Make Up
Training School
Plot 354A, AA1 Layout, Kuje.
08038028048, 07035560187
Skilltimes Training Services
08185990414
De Legend Computers & Multimedia
Before Redeemed Church, Lanto
Road, Kuje, 08035675386
Supermarkets
Comfort Mart
Mobil Filling Station, Gaudaba
08035099331
N.D Super Store
Beside A.A Rano Filling Station
08183173575

Want your business or organisation listed here?
Simply visit www.
kujepages.com
and list your company!
It’s free!

We are Hiring!!!

KR Quotes

We are in need of an Excellent Online Researcher and Fast Article Writer.

Success is no accident. It is hard work, perseverance,
learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all, love of what
you are doing or learning to do.
~Pele

As our ideal candidate:
1) You have an excellent command of the English Language
2) You very good at carrying out online research on various topics especially product
research and reviews.
3) You are very attentive to details
4) You have access to a personal computer
5) You are ready to produce a 3000 word article within a couple of hours during the interview using microsoft word.
6) You are good at working with short deadlines.

Success is not the key to happiness. Happiness is the key
to success. If you love what you are doing, you will be
successful.
~ Albert Schweitzer

If you are interested. Kindly send your application and resume via e-mail to:
jobs@kujereflection.com. PLEASE SEND A SAMPLE OF YOUR WRITTEN
WORK WITH YOUR APPLICATION.

Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage
to continue that counts.
~ Winston Churchill

Remuneration - Negotiable based on Experience and Competence! Starting at N40,000.
Ultimately, leadership is not about glorious crowning
acts. It’s about keeping your team focused on a goal and
motivated to do their best to achieve it, especially when
the stakes are high and the consequences really matter.
It is about laying the groundwork for others’ success,
and then standing back and letting them shine.
~Chris Hadfield

Deadline - March 31st 2017.
Please Note: You must enjoy writing to apply for this job. You will need to write 3 - 5
articles daily. That is a minimum of 20 articles per week. If you don’t like researching
product online or writing, please DO NOT apply for this position.
ONLY SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES WILL BE CONTACTED VIA E-MAIL

The price of success is hard work, dedication to the job
at hand, and the determination that whether we win or
lose, we have applied the best of ourselves to the task at
hand. ~Vince Lombardi

Producer or Consumer: which are you?
WE CONSUME ALL DAY.
The weird thing is, consuming feels
AWESOME. I want to click that
Facebook button and see the latest
updates. I get a jolt of energy when
I see someone left a comment. I
can’t believe Saraki actually said
that. And yet...did I actually get
anything meaningful done? Did I
do anything I’ll remember in 10
years? Will I even remember this
things next week?
I think most of us have the haunting suspicion that we’re wasting a

By Olu Sobanjo

Notice that nobody told you that
you have to read a nuclear engineering textbook or build a house
for the needy. You can literally plan
to watch a movie and eat goat head
pepper soup if you want!!
But if the past is a good predictor of
the future -- and sure it is, -- most of
us reflexively avoid making plans
and therefore do the same thing
we’ve always done: nothing. Why?
Because we want to stay “flexible.”
I like flexibility too. But I also want
to look back on my time in this
world and get something done,

T

hink about all the things that
happened in the last month:

•
•
•

build or develop something.
How much of your budget can
you set aside for some investment however small it may be.
7. What product you can easily
start to produce.
8. What service can you start to
render?
9. Who can you start selling to?
10. Could you start using social
media to sell?
I just want you to think bigger than
you have been doing. If u deliberately plan you will realize you
could actually create something
that people want to pay you for….
6.

I believe that starting a business
could be one of the biggest gamechangers you ever do. That’s one
of the reasons we produce this
magazine. I want you to change
your mindset from CONSUMER
to PRODUCER. Anyone can consume -- few can produce. And the
ones who do, win.
Olu Sobanjo pastors with her husband at Overcomers Fellowship
International (Nigeria & abroad).
You can read more of her thoughts
at launchadream.com.

5 income streams you can
start with little money

The president’s extended vacation
The silent crash of MMM
That amazing Facebook video

And that’s just a few!

1) Sales - You can always approach a company producing a product
you can sell. Ask them if you can market their product for them. Negotiate a commission. Purchase the first product and start marketing
for them. You will see your commission increasing daily

When friends ask how we’re doing,
it’s no surprise that one of our top
3 responses is: “Busy! Things have
been really busy!”
Imagine that an angel (someone not
resident on earth) had been watching you for the last week. What
would they have seen?

lot of time, but continue so, only to
look back and realize...we haven’t
actually been living life. We’ve become a nation of spectators.

Isn’t it time to change?

2) Social Media Marketing - Learn how to do facebook, instagram
and google ads. There are tons of information online on these. Spend
about N5,000 to test it out and start doing it for other.

Here are somethings you may plan
to do this month.

3) Rent out tools - Buy a wheelbarrow or some other tools. Find a
way to rent them out to people who need them.

Maybe...

Tim Ferriss said: If you don’t have
your weekend plans laid out by
Tuesday, stop what you’re doing
and make them.

1.
2.

4) Teach people how to use computers - Even if all the time you
have is just weekends. You can still find one or two people who
would want to learn how to use a computer, facebook, ipad, iphone
etc. Charge well and choose your clients wisely.

Think about how uncomfortable
that makes us feel. “Why should I
have to PLAN my weekend? This
is ridiculous, I just want to relax....”

3.

We wake up...roll over...and check
Facebook. Then we go to work, log
in, and start reading random business/celebrity blogs. Whatsapp
message after whatsapp message.
Later, after work, we check Facebook and watch DSTV.

4.
5.

Read a book and finish it.
Clean out your house of stuffs
you haven’t used in 3 years and
are not likely to use in the next
3
Track how many hours you
spend on social media each
day and multiply it by 365
Track how long you spend
watching Ajazera.
Plan to invest an hour daily to

5) Sell your videos - Start a snail farm, record on video of how you
did it and them market the video to other people who want to have a
small snail farm.
- Ade Sobanjo
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